Dear IJONTE Readers,

International Journal on New Trends in Education and Their Implications- IJONTE appears on your screen now as Volume 5, Number 3. In this issue it publishes 20 articles. And this time, 38 authors from 9 different countries are placed. These are Brunei, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Greece, India, Malaysia, Poland, Serbia and Turkey.

Our journal has been published for over five years. It has been followed by many people and a lot of articles have been sent to be published. 262 articles have been sent to referees for forthcoming issues. They will be published according to the order and the results. Articles are sent to referees without names and addresses of the authors. The articles who get positive responses will be published and the authors will be informed. The articles who are not accepted to be published will be returned to their authors.

We wish you success and easiness in your studies.
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